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Bringing a sense of space and light into
compact volumes on a tight site has
given freedom for the clients and their
children to grow into.
Words by Freya Lombardo
Photography by Brett Boardman

F

or architect Christopher Polly, so-called “small jobs” –
residential alterations and additions – provide a significantly
enriching part of his emerging practice. In the case of Haines
House in the inner-city Sydney enclave of Newtown, Chris
faced all the constraints of a compact site, a semidetached dwelling,
severely limited access and southern orientation. However, he is the
first to embrace the experimentation and innovation that can result
from such challenges. Add to that the joy of finding clients with
open minds. “What was really exciting about this project was that
the clients gave me relative free reign,” explains Chris. “They had no
preconceived ideas and just a moderate list of requirements.”
After inheriting the small, semidetached home where she grew
up, the principal client recognized that the existing dwelling could
no longer accommodate the growing needs of her young family.
“It was a dark, narrow jumble of rooms where we were constantly
falling over one another,” she says. The brief called for the conversion
of a two-bedroom, single-living house into a three-bedroom home
with two living spaces. It also entailed improved connection with the
backyard, retention of a bathroom that had been renovated a few
years earlier, a second powder room and additional laundry facilities
as well as amplified natural light and ventilation, with views to the
sky and trees.
The decision not to add a second storey was dictated by budget
and consideration for neighbours. Instead, Chris’s response grafts
a substantial contemporary volume onto the existing dwelling. It
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captures the centrally retained bathroom, which effectively divides
the space into two living areas. “I was very conscious to distinguish
between the old and the new. The more parts of the existing fabric
you touch, the more it costs, which led to considered manipulations
of existing parts.”
Chris orchestrated the spatial transformation in three acts. With
minimal intervention, the original lounge room becomes the master
bedroom. Its wall to the corridor is replaced by a large operable orange
slider topped with highlight glazing that draws northern daylight into
the narrow hallway. The third room is expanded to the boundary and
a north-facing window is inserted. This newly claimed segment has a
low ceiling that hints at the volumetric shift to come in the main act.
Old and new fabric are stitched together at the point of descent
from the narrow hall into the first living area. The addition takes
the form of a lightweight volume supported on a concrete slab for
thermal mass that cantilevers at its rear expression. Extrapolating the
pitch of a neighbour’s adjoining roof achieves an upswept roof plane.
Continuing the original wall height along the boundary provides
the datum and clerestory fenestration bridges the two to overcome
the limitations of the building’s southerly orientation. Highlight
windows lining the eastern elevation draw in morning light and
provide valuable glimpses of trees and sky. In the evening, clever
uplighting gives the ceiling a floating feeling. Louvred sections also
serve to cross-ventilate the space, following passive cooling principles.
Glazing the top of the central bathroom repeats the light touch

01 Extrapolating the
pitch of the neighbour’s
adjoining roof opens
the roof plane up to
eastern light.
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02 A “working wall” along
the boundary of the new
volume extends onto the
terrace to incorporate a
concealed powder room.

of the clerestory windows. This pod separates the new volume
into an upper “evening retreat” for watching TV and reading,
and a lower “day space” with galley kitchen for meals preparation
and open-plan dining, living area and terrace for seamless
enjoyment of the back garden. “Cranked” forms in the kitchen and
concealed laundry facilities also save the informal living area from
rectilinear regularity.
“This project gave me an opportunity to explore volumes that
alternate between compression and expansion,” says Chris. “Many
guests get to the cosseted ‘evening’ living space and think ‘oh, that’s
it’ until they realize there’s a tight set of four steps that open into
the expanded informal living and kitchen area.” You can hear the
collective “ahh” once visitors step down past the bathroom into the
open-plan expanse.
A long “working wall” along the boundary of the new volume
accommodates ample storage and the kitchen, and continues out
onto the terrace to incorporate a second concealed powder room,
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03 A study nook in the
existing part of the house.
Artworks: Wet Night,
Haymarket and Harbour
City by Ken Sterling.

playfully painted gold inside. This accent colour is the sole departure
from otherwise monochromatic tones.
Despite a black-and-white colour scheme and a restrained
materials palette, Chris eschews the severity of minimalism. “I do
tend to have more modernist leanings,” he explains, “and in this
project, black and white achieves an abstract, artistic quality,”
crowned with two large Illucci pendant light shades. Chris balances
minimalist sensibilities with warm and natural touches such as
timber sliding doors, blackbutt steps to the garden and painted shiplap
timber walls. The controlled palette is a considered counterpoint to
the clients’ busy, colourful family life.
Bringing space and light into compact volumes on a tight site
has certainly provided significant additional room and freedom for
the owners and their children to grow into. For Chris, realizing his
conceptual framework into built form with rigorous attention to
detail is proof that a small job done beautifully can have a big impact
on the quality of inhabitants’ lives.
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04
04 The hallway leading to
the new volume at the
rear of the property.
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17 Harold Street
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Practice profile
An ideas-driven small
practice undertaking a
range of projects across
varying scales and types,
including single residences
and boutique commercial
projects.
Project team
Christopher Polly
Builder
Paul King (Jim Crumlin)
Consultants
Engineer: Simpson Design
Associates
Landscaping: Newtown
Landscapes
Interiors and lighting:
Christopher Polly Architect
Products
Roofing: Lysaght Klip-lok
700 Hi-Strength, Colorbond
‘Windspray; CSR R 3.0 batt
roof and ceiling insulation
External walls: Brick veneer;
CSR fibre cement, painted;
shiplapped timber boards,
painted; BlueScope sheet
steel cappings, Colorbond
‘Night Sky’
Internal walls: Shiplapped
timber boards; CSR
plasterboard
Windows: Capral anodized
aluminium shallow pockets
frames; Breezway Altair
louvres; WRC pivot stay
windows; 3M translucent film
for fixed glazing sections;
Lockwood and Madinoz
hardware
Doors: WRC sliding doors
with Brio tracks and guides;
Lockwood, Madinoz and
Modric hardware; Centor
track and guide for solid core
bedroom sliding door
Flooring: Polished concrete
slab with CCS black oxide
and matt acrylic sealer;
recycled blackbutt tongueand-groove strip flooring
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Lighting: Oluce Sorona
suspended fittings; Kartell
FL/Y suspended fitting;
Beacon Lighting Inside
suspended fittings; Euroluce
Slimlite concealed strip
lights; Light2 Rovasi recessed
downlights; Lumascape
Pagoda and in-ground
exterior lights
Kitchen: Fisher &
Paykel integrated fridge;
Westinghouse oven and
cooktop; Electrolux integrated
rangehood; Whirlpool
integrated dishwasher; Clark
Orion sink; Reece Scala
large square mixer; Blum
hinges, drawer runners;
Laminex laminate benchtop
and drawer fronts; mirror
splashback
Bathroom: CSR fibre cement
wall and ceilings, painted
Porters custom mixed gold
paint; Caroma Raymor toilet
suite and Nordic basin mixer;
Fowler Regent mini wall basin
Heating/cooling: Devi
in-slab heating system
External elements: Recycled
blackbutt steps; Nepean River
gravel and Western White
pebbles; treated pine sleepers
Floor area
196 m2 site
115 m2 floor
Time schedule
Design, documentation:
12 months
Construction:
6 months

